Finding Inspiration: Micro
Bezels Make For a Subtle
Statement
While Stuller provides an abundance of finished jewelry that
our customers are able to customize to suit their needs, we
also notice a number of artisans using our products to create
something entirely their own. We are inspired by their
creativity and passion. It is this creativity and passion that
pushed us to start this monthly campaign called Finding
Inspiration.

Finding Inspiration seeks to inspire the inner designer in
every jeweler. Our goal is to provide a behind-the-scenes look
at the product we develop as well as showcase practical
applications for using Stuller findings to build your own
unique brand of finished jewelry. We have seen our customers
do amazing things with findings and it’s this creativity that
we hope to promote.

A Dazzling Earring Dangle Combo

This month, we’re featuring a stunning earring top and dangle
that our team assembled to create a fun, articulated, finished
earring. What works so well about this piece is that it caters
to a couple of notable trends we’ve seen this year. First,
“micro” jewelry is very much trending, especially among the
younger generation, since these items are perfect for everyday
wear. Second, earring stacks are a huge trend as people are
wanting to express themselves more through jewelry.

Layered looks continue to be at the forefront of relevant

jewelry trends and our ‘micro’ components collection is
perfect for leveraging into price-point friendly statement
earrings. Use findings to engage your customer in the design
process; show them ways to mix and match components and loose
stones to create something exceptional and meaningful.

This finished look combines components in a design that is
both unique and economical. You can recreate this look using a
tapered baguette earring top (2000806) and a straight baguette
dangle (2000460).

Tapered Baguette Earring Top

Straight Baguette Dangle

Make It Your Own
The style we created was set with natural diamonds, however,
you can make this look your own with any of our vast selection
of stones. Add a splash of color with blue topaz or tourmaline
to create a fashion statement. We make it super easy to modify
the stones used in these pieces on Stuller.com. Not only are
there numerous opportunities with adjusting the stones in this
design, but you could also experiment with different shapes to
further customize this piece. Just in time for the holidays,
we have selected a curated assortment of our best-selling
micro bezel components for you to craft your own on-trend
style. Visit our collection on our website today!

Finding Your Holiday Inspiration
As we continue through the thick of the holiday selling

season, we want you to know that we are here to support you in
making
your
inspiration
a
reality.
Visit Stuller.com/HolidayFindings to see our collections of
findings that are perfect for all your holiday sales needs.

Want to learn more about utilizing Stuller findings to make
your holidays merry and bright? Watch our Holiday Learning
Series livestream below as well as read our blog post where
our team helps you explore options and products available to
you during this busy time.

Share Your Inspiration
This campaign is about you and sharing inspiration with our
community of phenomenal craftsmen, designers, bench jewelers,
and artisans. We want to see what inspiration you have to
share. On social media, show us what unique pieces you have
created using Stuller findings by tagging us @stullerinc and
using the hashtag #stullerfindings for your chance to be
featured in an upcoming installment of Finding Inspiration.

